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Abstract

Particle (monolayer) assembly is essential to various scientific and industrial appli-

cations, such as the fabrication of photonic crystals, optical sensors, and surface coat-

ings. Several methods, including rubbing, have been developed for this purpose. Here,

we report on the serendipitous observation that microparticles preferentially partition

onto the fluorocarbon-coated parts of patterned silicon and borosilicate glass wafers

when rubbed with polydimethylsiloxane slabs. To explore the extent of this effect,

we varied the geometry of the pattern, the substrate material, the ambient humidity

and the material and size of the particles. Partitioning coefficients amounted up to

a factor 12 on silicon wafers, and even ran in the 100’s on borosilicate glass wafers

at zero humidity. Using Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy, the observations can be ex-

plained by tribo-electrification, inducing a strong electrostatic attraction between the
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particles and the fluorocarbon zones, while the interaction with the non-coated zones

is insignificant or even weakly repulsive.

Introduction

The quest for modern miniaturized devices has driven both science and industry to study the

(self-)assembly of particles into 2D and 3D colloidal crystals, with applications in various

fields, e.g. optics, photonics, soft electronic and sensing devices, surface coatings.1,2 2D

spherical particle assemblies have, for example, been successfully employed as a mask in

colloidal lithography for the fabrication of micro- or nanostructures.3,4 A multifold of studies

have focused on achieving self-assembled monolayers of particles dispersed in a liquid medium

(wet assembly), whereas very little has been reported on assembly under lab or dry conditions

(dry assembly). Compared to the former, which relies on the evaporation rate of solvents,

dry assembly is usually quick and highly effective to obtain monolayers.5

One of the techniques for the assembly of particles that has been widely applied is ag-

itation. Tien et al.6 immersed charged gold particles and chemically patterned surfaces

simultaneously in a solvent contained in a glass tube. By shaking this tube, electrostatic

interactions directed the self-assembly of those particles on patterned surfaces. Conversely,

Wang et al.7 agitated millimeter-sized nylon beads in a container and subsequently deposited

these particles on a separately charged electrification layer on which the particles assemble

precisely on sequentially ordered sites. Collectively, these and other studies8–13 highlight the

ability of tribocharging to direct the self-assembly of particles.

Tribocharging or contact electrification is one of the most straightforward experiments in

physics and known for more than 26 centuries, yet the scientific community is still debating its

underlying mechanism.14–17 The surfaces of two solid materials, e.g. metals, semiconductors,

insulators, inorganic materials, polymers, are charged when they are brought into contact

and then separated. Rubbing is particularly known to induce electrical charge on surfaces,
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e.g. a balloon is charged after rubbing it on the hair of humans or animals.17 Different charge

transfer mechanisms, such as electron transfer, ion transfer, and material transfer, have been

proposed for insulators and polymers.18–23

Iler24 obtained monolayers and multiple layers of particles by rubbing silica particles

ranging from 50 - 200 µm on glass substrates with bare fingertips. Likewise, Dimitrov et

al.25 achieved amorphous monolayers of silica particles up to 1 µm in size by rubbing with

an oiled silicon rubber piece. Park et al.26 rubbed 1 µm and smaller polystyrene particles

between two flat polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) slabs to rapidly obtain a large-scale packed

monolayer. Additionally, they painted surfaces with their dry assembled colloidal crystals

to mimic color structures observed in nature.27 Considering these and other studies,2,5,28–31

clearly, rubbing of dry particles over surfaces is a viable method that rapidly leads to large

areas covered with dry assembled colloidal crystals.

In the present study, we repeated the earlier PDMS slab rubbing study of Park et al.,26

but now using silicon and glass wafers coated with a patterned plasma polymer fluorocarbon

CFx-layer (2≤x≤3).32 The observed effect, preferential assembly of hydrophilic silica particles

on the hydrophobic CFx-zones, is counterintuitive and has therefore been investigated in-

depth by changing a multitude of parameters (the pattern of the CFx-layer, the substrate

material, the humidity conditions, the particle properties). Detailed measurements of the

surface potential prior and after rubbing have been conducted using Kelvin Probe Force

Microscopy (KPFM)33 to investigate the tribocharging states in our system.34

Results

Initial experiments were carried out using silica particles on CFx-patterned silicon wafers at

ambient conditions. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the generic experiment and

the obtained result. Prior to rubbing, a certain amount (about 0.025g in most experiments)

of non-porous silica particles was scooped on the wafers. Rubbing typically consisted of ±10
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circular manual rubbing strokes covering the entire wafer surface in a smooth circular motion

(see Movie S1).

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the experiment (a) before and (b) after rubbing silica
particles with a PDMS slab over a silicon or glass wafer carrying a patterned CFx-layer
(indicated in black). Charges on the particles and the patterned CFx-layer are represented
by the red + and – signs, respectively.

Figure 2 shows that this rubbing process clearly segregates the particles according to the

geometry of the patterned CFx-layer. The CFx-coated regions are densely occupied with

a (quasi) monolayer of particles, while only a scarce number of particles remains on the

intermediate, non-coated surfaces. The nature of this particle segregation is not a priori

straightforward. According to literature,35 hydrophilic silica particles can be expected to

adhere preferentially to the hydrophilic non-coated regions, whereas here the opposite is

observed. On the other hand, the fact that the rubbing of particles against polymer surfaces

produces a particle monolayer is well-known from literature.24,26–31
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Figure 2: SEM images of the silica particle distribution after rubbing on (a) an array of CFx-
squares (500 µm x 500 µm; spacing = 50 µm), (b) an array of CFx-circles with a diameter
of 1 mm and spacing of 50 µm, (c) an array of CFx-squares (200 µm x 200 µm; spacing =
50 µm) and (d) an array of CFx-squares (1 mm x 1 mm; spacing = 500 µm. Scale bar in all
images is 100 µm. Particle size: 5 µm in (a-b) and 10 µm in (c-d). Conditions: ambient
humidity, silicon wafer.

Presumably, the segregation depicted in Figure 2 is not perfect partly due to the following

steric effect: since the process preferentially leads to a monolayer, the removal of any local

excess of particles will inevitably also shift particles back onto the non-coated areas, thus

reducing the degree of segregation. This process is possibly enhanced by the geometrical

mismatch between the pattern of the circular rubbing motion and the rectilinear pattern of

the non-coated areas. The strongest segregation typically occurred when applying around 10

consecutive strokes. Fewer strokes led to incomplete segregation and more strokes led to a

gradual depletion of particles as the movement of the PDMS slab also induces a net transport

of particles to the rim of the wafer. In addition, as the layer of particles gets progressively

more and more smeared out, even larger fractions of the particles tend to irreversibly adhere

to the PDMS slab. This constitutes another important sink of particles.
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As shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information, SI), the particles remaining on the non-

coated areas can be relatively easily removed by blowing pressurized nitrogen gas at 4 bar

with an air gun. This also nonspecifically removes some of the particles from the CFx-layer,

but overall the degree of segregation is clearly enhanced, cf. the increase of the partitioning

coefficient P from P = 7.5 to P = 28 for the example shown in Figure S1 (definition of P

in Equation 1 further on). This suggests the occurrence of a strong adhesion force between

the particles and the CFx-coated areas, while the presence of the few remaining particles on

the non-coated surfaces is clearly more of an accidental nature. This strong adhesion force

is nevertheless weaker than the adhesion force that can be exerted by pushing a new, unused

PDMS slab against the formed segregation pattern. As shown in Figure S2 of the SI, this

action allows to remove most of the adhered particles and transfers the assembled pattern

in a nearly perfectly intact way onto the new slab.

The magnitude of the segregation effect has been investigated over a wide range of the

size, shape and spacing of the CFx-coated surface zones. Figure 3 gives an overview of the

results as a function of the most important geometrical parameters. Data are presented

for the square pattern case only, but very similar results were obtained with the circular

CFx-patterns. The degree of segregation is quantified using the partitioning coefficient P:

P =
σCFx

σSi
(1)

wherein P represents the ratio of the particle surface concentration σ on the coated over the

non-coated areas as measured at the end of the rubbing process. To measure the particle

surface concentration on the non-coated areas, a region with the width of one particle aside

of the boundary between the non-coated and coated zones has been excluded to obtain the

purest possible measurement of P, devoid of most of the boundary effects. These boundary

effects relate to particles accidentally spilling over from the CFx-coated zones while still being

clearly linked to the layer covering the latter.
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Figure 3: Partitioning coefficient P as a function of the area over perimeter ratio of the CFx-
coated regions (different data point symbols relate to different spacing between adjacent
squares). Error bars represent standard deviation for N = 3. Conditions: 10 µm silica
particles, silicon wafers, ambient humidity. Horizontal dash-pointed line represents P = 1.
Dashed lines added to guide the eye.

The best correlation between P and the complexity of the geometrical parameters was

found with the ratio of the area ACFx of the CFx-coated regions over their perimeter Ω.

Although caution is needed given the limited number of experimental data points upon

which it is based, figure 3 shows that, provided the distance between the CFx-coated zones

is large enough (i.e., is at least 100 µm), P increases nearly linearly with this ratio. Larger

coated zones have a relatively larger area ACFx compared to the perimeter Ω. Therefore,

more particles can be contained in a larger area, while fewer particles can spill over the

boundary of the coated zones, thus increasing the P -value. When the distance between the

CFx-squares is only 50 µm (red squares) or less (data not shown), partitioning coefficients

remain low (P ≤ 2 to 3), regardless of the size of the CFx-zones. This appears to be in

line with the fact that, when the interspacing becomes too small, the non-coated areas are

relatively much more rapidly filled with particles coming in a nonselective way from the

CFx-zones (note that the 50 µm inter-zone distance is only 5 particles wide in the present
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10 µm particle case). Comparing the P -values for the same CFx-zone size (i.e., comparing

the data points in Figure 3 in the vertical direction) further emphasizes the importance of

the distance between the non-coated zones, as the achievable P clearly increases with the

interspacing.

Within the investigated range, there was no significant effect of the particle size on the

value of P. Comparing the partitioning coefficient P for 5 µm vs. 10 µm silica particles for

the same CFx-pattern consistently yielded P -values that deviated less than one standard

deviation, e.g. for two designs with equal spacing of 50 µm, the P -value = 2.6 vs. 3.6

(200 µm x 200 µm), and the P -value = 4 vs. 3.6 (500 µm x 500 µm). Obviously, it is

difficult to predict how the P-values would vary if stronger conditions in particle size would

be considered. Experiments involving much larger (e.g., 50 µm) or much smaller (e.g., 500

nm) particles would be needed for this.

To investigate one of our research hypotheses (silica particles lose their charge acquired

above the CFx-coated zones when dragged again onto the intermediate non-coated surfaces),

the initial experiments were repeated with wafers carrying thermally grown silicon oxide

layers in an attempt to suppress or even block the presumed discharge process. The results

shown in Figures S3a-c of the SI clearly show that an increase of the thickness of the insulating

layer does not affect the segregation process at all.Even more, the segregation is clearly most

intense in the case with the thickest insulating SiO2-layer and leads to the formation of some

close-packed crystalline regions (Figs. S3b-c). The segregation process even proceeds with at

least the same intensity when using borosilicate glass wafers (Figure S3d), even though these

have a conductivity that is at least eight orders of magnitude smaller than the silicon wafers.

Experiments were also conducted with silicon wafers after removal of the native oxide layer by

wet HF-etching. Subsequently, the rubbing experiments were performed within 15 minutes

after this etching.36 As can be noted from Figure 4a, the segregation is now significantly

weaker: P = 1.9 vs. P = 3.6 when the native oxide layer is present (data for same geometry,

500 µm x 500 µm, 50 µm interspacing).
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Figure 4: SEM images of the particle distribution after rubbing 10 µm silica particles over
an array of CFx-squares (500 µm x 500 µm; spacing = 50 µm) (a) using a HF-etched silicon
wafer (rubbing carried out under ambient humidity) conditions and (b) using a regular, non
HF-etched silicon wafer inside a glove box at zero humidity. Scale bar in both images is 100
µm.

To verify the contribution of the ambient humidity, experiments were also performed

inside a glove box (< 0.5 ppm H2O molecules). Figure 4b shows the segregation in this case

is also much weaker, if not insignificant (P = 1.1 vs. P = 3.6 outside the glove box, data for

same geometry as above), implying humidity is a crucial factor in the segregation process

of silica particles on the silicon wafers. On the other hand, the low humidity conditions do

not impede the segregation effect on the borosilicate glass wafers (Figure 5). Even more,

the segregation on the glass wafers was consistently found to be more pronounced inside the

glove box than under ambient conditions (e.g., compare Figure 5b with 5a). The combination

of borosilicate glass wafers with the quasi-zero humidity conditions in the glove box in fact

produced the highest observed degree of segregation in the present study (P = 220 in Figure

5c). The segregation on borosilicate glass wafers in the glove box even proceeds to the extent

that a 20 µm distance between the coated zones is sufficient to achieve P -values as high as

30 (Figure 5d), whereas this spacing was much too small to lead to a significant segregation

on silicon wafers.
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Figure 5: SEM images of the particle distribution after rubbing silica particles over patterned
borosilicate glass wafers covered with an array of CFx-squares (a-b) particle size = 10 µm;
200 µm x 200 µm squares; spacing = 50 µm (a) under ambient conditions and (b) inside a
glove box at zero humidity. (c-d) Experiments performed with 5 µm silica particles inside
the glove box using (c) 500 µm x 500 µm CFx-squares; spacing = 50 µm and (d) 50 µm x
50 µm CFx-squares; spacing = 20 µm. Scale bar in all images is 100 µm.

To investigate the influence of the hydrophobic/hydrophilic nature of the particles, the

rubbing experiments were also repeated with 10 µm hydrophobic polystyrene (PS) particles.

Figure 6 shows that also the PS particles preferentially assemble on the CFx-surfaces but

achieve a packing density that is much smaller than with the silica particles as the individual

PS particles clearly repel each other. This inevitably limits the available space for the

particles on the CFx-surfaces, explaining the lower observed partitioning coefficients (e.g., P

= 2.5 and 2.3 for PS particle cases in Figure 6 vs. P = 3.6 for silica particles on same 200 x

200 µm2 geometry outside glove box). Interestingly, and in contrast with the silica particles,

there was no significant difference between the segregation of the PS particles inside and

outside of the glove box.
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Figure 6: SEM images of the particle distribution after rubbing 10 µm hydrophobic PS
particles over an array of CFx-squares (200 µm x 200 µm; spacing = 50 µm) arranged on
a silicon wafer (a) under ambient conditions and (b) inside a glove box at zero humidity.
Scale bar in both images is 100 µm.

To understand the origin of the above observations, Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

(KPFM) measurements (Figure S4) were conducted to measure the surface contact potential

difference on the different wafer surfaces and the particles. Interpreting the results shown in

Figure 7, it should be kept in mind that the sign of the VCPD-values is always the opposite

of the sign of the surface charge (see Section S3.b) . Unfortunately, KPFM-measurements

were only possible under ambient humidity and not under dry air conditions.

A first important observation was that no significant effect of the CFx-zone size on mea-

sured surface potentials was observed (see error bars on data in Figure 7, assembled across

a mix of coated zone sizes). The data for silica on silicon (Figure 7a) show that rubbing

silica particles against the CFx-coating charges the CFx-surface negatively (VCPD-value of

bar #5 has become more positive compared to the initial surface state represented by bar

#1), while the silica particles clearly obtain a positive charge (compare bar #6 with bar

#2). This agrees with the position of both materials in the tribo-series and indicates a

strong electrostatic attraction between the particles and the CFx-surface. Bar #5 and bar

#9 have a similar height, as is the case for bar #6 and bar #10, showing this charging

process proceeds to the same extent regardless whether the CFx-surface is interrupted by

non-coated silicon wafer zones or not. Figure 7a also shows the rubbing does not have a

significant effect on the charge of the silicon wafer surface (compare bar #3 with bar #7)
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Figure 7: Histograms of the contact potential difference (VCPD) measured on the
fluorocarbon-coated (CFx) and non-coated silicon (Si) and borosilicate glass (M) surfaces
(blue) and on the particles (red) before (pre) and after (post) rubbing for (a) 5 µm silica
particles on a uniform CFx-coated and non-coated as well as a patterned silicon wafer; (b)
3 µm polystyrene particles on a uniform CFx-coated and non-coated as well as a patterned
silicon wafer and for (c) 5 µm silica particles on a uniform CFx-coated and non-coated as
well as a patterned borosilicate glass wafer. Numbers 1-12 are used for referencing in the
text; numbers 1-8 relate to uniformly coated or non-coated wafers (1-4: before rubbing, 5-8
after rubbing), numbers 9-12 (gray shaded area) relate to patterned wafers after rubbing.
Error bars represent the minimum and the maximum measured value (N > 4 for the results
in (a-b), and N > 2 for the results in (c)).
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while the silica particles even tend to lose a bit of their charge by rubbing (compare bar #4

with bar #8).

The VCPD-values reported on the silica particles found on the non-coated zones of the

patterned wafers after rubbing (bar #12) need to be interpreted with care, for these were

obviously measured on particles that still adhered to the silicon surface after the rubbing

process, while the vast majority of the silica particles has been removed from this surface and

hence might have had another (smaller) potential and charge, as they could not withstand

the rubbing action. Considering furthermore that the particle charge measured when rubbing

the particles against a uniform, non-coated silicon wafer (bar #8) is much more likely to

represent the intrinsic particle charge state above the non-coated zones, it can be inferred

that the large potential represented by bar #12 relates to particles that have acquired their

charge while being rubbed against the CFx-coating (see also similarity between bar #12 with

bars #6 and #10) and did not have had the opportunity yet to discharge.

The KPFM-measurements were also repeated for the PS particles (Figure 7b). The main

difference with the silica particle case is that the PS particles already carry a relatively

strong (negative) charge in their initial state (cf. bars #2 and #4 in Figure 7b). This

charge obviously is reversed when rubbed against a CFx-surface (bar #6 has a sign that is

opposite to that of bars #2 and #4). At the same time, the CFx-surface also acquires a larger

(negative) charge (compare bar #5 with bar #1). The opposite charges acquired by the CFx-

surface and the PS particles is in agreement with their mutual position in the triboseries

for polymers.37 The charge on the PS particles on the other hand remains unaltered when

rubbed against a silicon wafer surface (bar #8 is very similar to bars #2 and #4). The same

applies to the charge of the silicon wafer surface.

Figure 7c summarizes the KPFM-measurements for silica particles on borosilicate glass

wafers, showing the surface potential on both the silica particles and the CFx-surfaces is

significantly larger than on the silicon wafer (compare Figure 7a and Figure 7c for bar #5

and bar #6). This signifies the charge is not only determined by the material of the top layer
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(CFx in both cases), but also by the underlying substrate material (silicon vs. borosilicate

glass). This finding is in agreement with a study reported by Siek et al..38 Note that the

potential on the particles even exceeded the lower measurement limit of the instrument (bars

#6 and #10 are fully saturated).

As in the silicon wafer case, the charge on the particles adhered to the CFx-surfaces on

the patterned borosilicate glass wafer is very similar to that on a uniformly CFx-coated glass

wafer (cf. bars #6 and #10 in Figure 7c). The surface potential of the particles on the pure

borosilicate glass wafer (bar #8) as well as on the non-coated parts of the patterned wafer

(bar #12) is in both cases very small. This is a clear difference with the silicon wafer case

in Figure 7a.

Discussion

To rationalize the observed effects, hydrophilic/hydrophilic attraction effects based on cap-

illary forces35 can be discarded because in this case the hydrophilic silica particles would

adhere preferentially to the hydrophilic non-coated silicon or borosilicate glass wafer sur-

faces and not to the hydrophobic CFx-coated zones, as is consistently observed here.

On the other hand, the observations made for the silica particles are consistent with a

mechanism wherein, given their position in the triboelectric-series, the silica particles acquire

a large positive charge by tribo-electrification when rubbed against the CFx-surfaces, which

in turn acquire a large negative charge (Figure 1b). Due to these opposite charges, a strong

electrostatic attraction force establishes between the silica particles and the CFx-surfaces.

The CFx layer is characterized in the literature37 as the most negatively charging polymer

in the triboseries, thus enhancing the segregation effect. The non-coated wafer surfaces

on the other hand either do not significantly charge (silicon wafers), or acquire a negative

charge which, combined with the small negative charge on the silica particles, even leads to

a repulsive electrostatic force (borosilicate glass wafers), albeit a weak one (at least under
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ambient humidity).

The net result of the above is that the mechanical force exerted by the rubbing surface

can much more easily transport particles across the non-coated wafer surfaces than across the

CFx-surfaces, where they are withheld by a strong electrostatic attraction, thus explaining

the observed segregation effect.

Considering that the KPFM-measurements were found to be independent of the size of

the coated zones while the partitioning coefficient P clearly varies with the coated zone

sizes (Figure 3), the measured P -values must also be influenced by an important geometrical

effect. Larger coated zonesareas have a relatively larger area compared to the smaller cir-

cumference Ω along which particles can spill over to the non-coated areas under influence of

the mechanical rubbing process, hence explaining the inversely proportional relation P-value

with Ω in Figure 3. The opposite holds for the effect of the area of the coated zones: the

larger this area, the smaller the probability that particles come close to the zone boundary

where they can be swept onto the non-coated zones by the rubbing motion. This geometric

effect is more pronounced on silicon wafers than on glass wafers. This is in turn most prob-

ably a consequence of the stronger electrostatic forces exerted on the patterned glass wafers,

leaving less room to the nonselective action of the rubbing motion.

Since the segregation of silica particles on patterned silicon wafers is significantly weaker

than under zero humidity conditions (P = 3.6 under ambient humidity vs. P = 1.1 within

the glove box), we also postulate that the segregation process is in this case enhanced by

a local discharging process experienced by the silica particles when moving from the CFx-

surfaces onto the non-coated silicon wafer surfaces. This could be explained by the fact that,

under ambient conditions, water vapor inevitably condensates into a thin surface layer on

the hydrophilic non-coated silicon wafer parts, thus allowing the formation of a capillary

bridge between the silica particles and the silicon wafer surface through which the parti-

cles can discharge, following a mechanism already described by Pence et al..39 Contrary to

one’s intuition, higher humidity levels might not de facto enhance the degree of segrega-
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tion. Tribocharged surfaces contain less charge due to higher surface conductivity, reducing

the electrostatic interactions.39–41 Particle discharge by conductance through the wafer can

be discarded given the undiminished persistence of the particle segregation effect on sub-

strates with a reduced electrical conductivity (thermally oxidized Si-wafers, borosilicate glass

wafers).

The contribution of an adsorbed water layer is also consistent with the fact that the

particle segregation is clearly weaker when the native SiO2-layer covering the silicon surface

was removed (P = 3.6 with the native layer present vs. P = 1.9 with the layer removed). HF-

etching renders the silicon surface more hydrophobic, therewith reducing the presence of a

bound water monolayer,42 which in turn lowers the silica particles’ opportunity to discharge.

The stronger segregation effect on the borosilicate glass wafers can be attributed to the

stronger induced electrostatic attraction between the silica particles and the CFx-surfaces,

in turn resulting from the fact that both the CFx-surfaces and the silica particles acquire a

larger (opposite) charge on borosilicate glass surfaces than on silicon surfaces. The stronger

segregation is also consistent with the significantly higher hydrophilicity of borosilicate glass

vs. silicon (contact angle 10◦ vs. 35◦), thus providing an enhanced opportunity for local

particle discharge via a bound water layer. This might also explain the very low charges

measured on the (few) particles found on the non-coated borosilicate glass wafer areas.

The observation that the segregation process on the borosilicate glass wafers also occurs

within the glove box, whereas this is not the case for the silicon wafers, is more difficult to

explain given the lack of KPFM-measurements under glove box conditions. At present we

can therefore only speculate that this is due to the fact that the electrostatic forces (attrac-

tive above the CFx-coated zones and repulsive above the non-coated zones) are even more

pronounced at zero humidity, as it can be expected that the charge decay will be weaker

under these conditions.38,41,43 The fact that the silica particles can assemble in a very close

packing on the CFx-coated zones on both the silicon and especially on the borosilicate glass

wafers implies they do not exhibit any significant mutual repulsion, despite the particles
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carry the same charge sign. It is assumed this is because the electrostatic force attracting

the particles to the CFx-coated zones outweighs the mutual repulsion forces between the

particles. Another contributing factor might be, as described in literature for charged di-

electric particles,44,45 that the dielectrophoretic force induced by polarization between silica

particles is larger than the mutual Coulomb repulsion, resulting in an attractive electrostatic

force between the particles.

The segregation observed for the hydrophobic polystyrene (PS) particles can be explained

using the same tribocharging mechanism as described for the silica particles, given that

the trend of the KPFM-measurement are very similar (cf. Figure 7a and 7b). The most

striking difference, however, is the clear mutual repulsion of the individual PS particles, as

opposed to the dense packing formed by the silica particles. A potential explanation for

this mutual repulsion is that in contrast to the silica particles, the polarization induced

dielectrophoretic force does not lead to an electrostatic attraction between the PS particles.

This is justified, since the permittivity of PS is at least 2x smaller than that of silica,

resulting in less polarization and mutual electrostatic attraction.46 The fact that the humidity

conditions have a much smaller effect on the segregation for PS particles than with silica

particles can be attributed to the hydrophobic nature of the PS particles.41

Apart from the equilibrium between electrostatic and mechanic forces and the charging

and discharging processes, the observed P -values are certainly also influenced by the motion

pattern of the manual rubbing process as well as by the amount and initial distribution of the

particles. Both factors were poorly controlled in the present study, given the manual nature of

the employed procedures. Possibly, the reproducibility and quality of the segregation effect

could be enhanced by moving to automated and motorized processes to obtain a better

control over the pressure and motion of the rubbing process and the initial distribution of

the particles.
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Conclusions

Silica and polystyrene (PS) particles rubbed with a PDMS slab past silicon and borosilicate

glass wafers carrying a patterned fluorocarbon (CFx) coating strongly segregate and self-

organize in quasi-monolayers matching the geometrical pattern of the coated zones (e.g.

cubic grid of squares or equilateral triangular grid of circles), despite the circular pattern

of the rubbing motion. Partitioning coefficients up to P = 12 were measured on patterned

silicon wafers, while P -factors on patterned borosilicate glass wafers can even easily run in

the 100’s. These numbers were found to be independent of the investigated particle size (5

µm and 10 µm), but for further research a broader range of particle sizes is preferable to

determine the limit of the segregation effect. KPFM-measurements support the hypothesis

that the segregation is induced by tribocharging of the particles and the CFx-coated zones,

acquiring opposite charges and thus inducing a strong electrostatic attraction force between

the CFx-surfaces and the particles. On the non-coated zones on the other hand, there is either

no significant tribocharging (silicon wafers) or even a repulsive tribocharging (borosilicate

glass wafers), such that the rubbing motion can induce a net transport of particles from the

non-coated to the coated zones.

For silica particles on silicon wafers, the process appears to be critically supported by

the presence of air moisture stimulating the particles to discharge when moving from the

CFx-coated zones to the non-coated zones. On borosilicate glass wafers, both the silica

particles and the CFx-coated zones charge more strongly. This might render the presence of

air moisture less critical.

The segregation effect is also observed when using hydrophobic PS particles instead of

hydrophilic silica particles, albeit that in this case the segregation is not as pronounced (P -

factors on the order of 2.5) and that the particles do not assemble in a dense packing but

appear as isolated individual particles.

Despite its exploratory nature and limitations, the present study provides a rapid method

to electrostatically self-assemble closely packed silica particles on patterned borosilicate glass

18



wafer surfaces (segregation on silicon wafers is not perfect). A drawback is that the method

only works well, provided that the number of particles is sufficiently high to cover the entire

wafer with a quasi-monolayer. If the number of particles drops below this critical level, the

movement of the PDMS slab is no longer sufficiently lubricated. The existence of a lower

limit on the number of particles implies that the process is inevitably carried out in a regime

that is close to an overload of the monolayer saturation capacity of the CFx-coated zones.

This in turn creates a situation wherein the realized partitioning coefficients are inevitably

affected by the interplay between the geometrical pattern and the rubbing motion, causing

excess particles to spill over from the coated onto the non-coated zones.
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Section S1. Materials 

Experiments were carried out using dry monodisperse hydrophilic silica particles 

with sizes of (5.52 ± 0.22) µm and (9. 98 ± 0. 31) µm, as well as dry monodisperse 

hydrophobic polystyrene particles (10.14 ± 0.12) µm, all purchased from 

microParticles GmbH. The standard deviation (SD) in particle size is specified by the supplier. 

Different types of substrates, all with a diameter of 4 in., were used for the 

experiments: boron-doped p-type silicon (Si) wafers covered with 2 nm native oxide 

(Si-Mat; electrical volume resistivity = 0.05 – 0.1 Ωm), the same Si-wafer type with 

an oxidized layer (by means of wet thermal oxidation at 1150 °C) with a thickness of  

500 nm, p-type Si-wafers with an 8 µm thick silicon oxide layer (KST World Corp.; 

electrical volume resistivity = 0.01 - 1 Ωm), and borosilicate glass (MEMpax®) wafers 

(Schott; electrical volume resistivity = 0.1 - 1 x 107 Ωm).  

The Si-wafer was placed in a beaker with 1wt.% hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 2 min 

to remove the native oxide layer of the Si-wafer. After the oxide layer had been 

etched, the wafer was rinsed thoroughly with DI water. Subsequently, within 15 min. 

the rubbing experiment was performed on this substrate. It has been reported that 

in this period under ambient conditions, no monolayer of silicon oxide will form.[1] 

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) slabs with a size of around 1.5 x 1.5 cm2 were 

diced from a prepared PDMS disk in a petri dish. Once the pre-polymer and 

crosslinker (Sylgard 184, Dow®) were mixed at a ratio of 10:1 (w/w) inside a cup, the 

PDMS liquid was cast onto a petri dish. The petri dish was then placed inside a 

desiccator to eliminate trapped air bubbles from the mixture, after which the PDMS 

liquid in the closed petri dish was cured for at least 4 hours at 80 °C.  

Section S2. Patterning of substrates 

All wafers were patterned with a set of different geometrical designs (each design 

covering an area of 1 x 1 cm2, surrounded by a 0.5 x 1 cm2 noncoated zone) using 



standard photolithography. First, the wafers were primed by spin coating (4000 rpm, 

30 s) HexaMethylDiSilazane (HMDS), followed by spin coating (4000 rpm, 30 s) a 

positive photoresist (Olin OIR 906-12) on the wafer. Hereafter, using a UV light 

source (350 - 450 nm), the photoresist on the wafer was illuminated through a mask 

with the geometrical patterns (EVG® 620 Mask Aligner). After the exposure, the resist 

was developed by placing the substrate for 60 s inside a beaker with the developer 

(OPD4262). The substrate was rinsed with DI water until the conductivity of the water 

reached 10 MΩ to remove all residues of chemical agents. Once the substrates had 

been dried, the CFx-layer (2≤x≤3) was deposited on the substrate by plasma 

polymerization of CHF3 in a reactive ion etcher (RIE) system (25 sccm CHF3, 11W, 

130 mTorr, 8 min., electrode temp. 20 °C).[2] Finally, using a lift-off process (substrate 

submerged in acetone sonicated for 15 min, followed by 15 min of sonication in IPA), 

all residues of the resist were removed from the substrates. Subsequently, the wafers 

were again rinsed with DI water to remove all chemical agent residues from the 

substrates, until the conductivity of the water reached 10 MΩ. 

Section S3. Methods 

a) Rubbing Experiments 

Prior to each experiment, all wafers were sonicated for 10 min. in acetone 

followed by another 10 min. of sonication in IPA. Variable amounts of particles were 

rubbed over the entire surface of different CFx-patterned substrates using a PDMS 

slab at ambient conditions with RH = 40 - 55 % (measured with TFA® Digital 

Professional Thermo-Hygrometer KLIMA BEE), as well as inside a glovebox (< 0.5 

ppm H2O molecules). Before each glovebox experiment, the particles, substrates, 

and the PDMS slab had been all stored for at least six hours inside a load lock under 

vacuum conditions to alleviate any traces of moisture from their surface.  

b) KPFM-measurements 



 

The Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) experiments were conducted in a 

Bruker Icon Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) at ambient conditions with RH = 50 – 

60 % (measured with TFA® Digital Professional Thermo-Hygrometer KLIMA BEE). 

A heavily doped n-type Si-cantilever with a resonance frequency of 65 kHz and a 

force constant of 0.6 N/m (HQ:NSC36, micromash) was used. The FM-KPFM mode 

is used, where the electrostatic force gradient is detected by the frequency shift of 

the cantilever oscillation. The tip was grounded in the KPFM-measurement, and 

therefore, the contact potential difference (VCPD) is determined using:  

𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 =
∆𝜑

|𝑒|
=

𝜑𝑠−𝜑𝑡

|𝑒|
, 

with e the elementary charge and φs and φt the work function of the sample and tip, 

respectively. From this equation, it is derived that a positive (negative) shift in VCPD is 

a negatively (positively) charged surface.[3] 

 

c) Visualizing results 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, using a Zeiss MERLIN HR-SEM, 

and optical microscopy images, using a Nikon Digital Sight DS-5M camera coupled 

with an optical microscope, were taken after each rubbing experiment. These images 

were post-processed with ImageJ (NIH Image) to count the number of particles and 

calculate the partitioning coefficient P (equation 1 in manuscript). 

d) Contact Angle measurements 

The contact angle measurements are performed on the OCA15+ goniometer (DataPhysics 

Instruments GmbH). Microliter water droplets are created by employing a computer-controlled 

syringe. A camera is used to characterize the droplet shape in terms of dimensions and 

contact angles.[4] 



Section S4. Results 

a) Blowing after rubbing 

To remove the excess particles from the uncoated parts of the Si-wafer (Figure 

S1a), we blew pressurized nitrogen gas at 4 bar past the wafer with an air gun. 

Considering any influences of charge decay, blowing with the air gun is performed 

directly after conducting the rubbing experiment. This also non-specifically 

removes some of the particles from the CFX-layer, but overall the degree of 

segregation is certainly enhanced (Figure S1b). 

 
 
Figure S1 Optical microscopy images of the 10 μm silica particle distribution after a 
rubbing experiment under ambient conditions on a CFx-array of circles with a 
diameter of 200 μm and a spacing of 200 μm (a) before and (b) after blowing 
pressurized nitrogen gas at 4 bar past the wafer using an air gun. Scale bar in both 
images is 100 μm. Conditions: silicon wafer. 

b) Pattern transfer 

We have shown that the assembled particles on the substrate (Figure S2a) can 

be transferred to a new and unused PDMS slab, by gently pressing the unused 

slab on the wafer after performing a rubbing experiment with 10 µm silica particles. 

The transferred particles on the PDMS slab (Figure S2b) maintain their geometrical 

pattern on the wafer. This result indicates that the adhesion force between the silica 

particles and the new PDMS slab is stronger than the adhesion force between the 

silica particles and the CFx-layer. 



 

 

Figure S2 SEM images of (a) a rubbing experiment performed with 10 µm silica particles 
under ambient conditions. (b) PDMS slab with silica particles after pushing the new slab on 
the substrate with assembled particles. The geometrical pattern consists of an array of CFx-
circles with a diameter of 1 mm and a spacing of 100 µm. Scale bar in both images is 100 µm. 

 

c) Rubbing particles on different substrates 

To explore the effect of the wafer conductivity, rubbing experiments with 10 µm 

silica particles were performed on four different patterned substrates: Si-wafers 

(Figure S3a), Si-wafers with a 500 nm oxidized layer (Figure S3b), Si-wafers with an 

8 µm thick silicon oxide layer (Figure S3c), and borosilicate glass wafers (Figure 

S3d). As can be noted from Figure S3, selective segregation of particles is 

achieved regardless of the substrate material. 



 

Figure S3 SEM images of the particle distribution after rubbing 10 μm silica particles 
over an array of CFx-squares (500 μm x 500 μm; spacing = 50 μm) under ambient 
conditions: (a) Si-wafer with 2 nm native oxide, (b) Si-wafer with 500 nm thermally 
grown oxide, (c) Si-wafer with 8 μm oxide, and (d) a glass wafer. Scale bar in all 
images is 100 μm.  

 

d) KPFM-measurements: rubbing with silica particles 

KPFM-measurements were performed to investigate our hypothesis that the 

segregation of particles is directed by the tribocharged states of the particles and CFx-

layer. From Figure S4, it can be inferred that the particles and CFX-layer gain opposite 

charges after rubbing, leading to selective segregation of the particles on the patterned 

CFX-layer on the Si-wafer. 

 



 

Figure S4 (a) Topographic image of CFx-coated zone on a Si-wafer (20 x 20 um2, scale bar 
is 5 µm). (b) Cross-section across the white dashed line marked in panel (a). (c) 
Simultaneously recorded KPFM image, scale bar is 5 µm. (d) Potential (VCPD) profiles of 
CFx-coated zones on a Si-wafer before (pre) and after (post) rubbing with silica particles. (e) 
Topographic and (f) KPFM image of a 5 μm silica particle after rubbing on a patterned Si-
wafer (5 x 2 um2, scale bar in (e) and (f) is 1 µm). 

e) KPFM-measurements: rubbing without particles 

It could be remarked that, when rubbing a borosilicate glass wafer with just a 

PDMS slab (no particles), the surface of the uncoated glass wafer charges 

negatively. On the other hand, performing the same experiment on Si-wafers does 

not produce any significant charge on the wafer surface (see Figure S5). It was also 

found that the uncoated surface of glass wafers charges with opposing polarity when 

rubbed with or without silica particles (resp. negatively versus positively charged). 

The latter shows that the tribocharged state of the wafer obtained after rubbing with 

silica particles is not determined by the PDMS slab, but by the silica particles. 



 

Figure S5 Potential (VCPD) profiles of a patterned Si-wafer and a borosilicate glass (M) wafer 
before (pre) and after (post) rubbing with only a PDMS slab. The grey shaded area indicates 
the CFx-coated zone on the respective wafer. 

f) Contact Angle measurement 

We measured the contact angle (CA) of water droplets on different surfaces. 

Initially we used a standard Si-wafer with a native oxide layer of 2 nm thick. Once the 

native oxide layer is stripped from the wafer by wet HF-etching, the contact angle 

measurements are repeated. The results are summarized in Table 1. These results 

show that the Si-wafer has a hydrophilic surface, whereas removing the native oxide 

layer renders it less hydrophilic. Therefore, the HF-etched silicon surface adsorbs less 

water molecules when compared to a standard silicon wafer, while the CFx and PDMS 

surfaces are hydrophobic. Furthermore, the MEMpax®-wafer is more hydrophilic than 

the Si-wafer and thus susceptible to adsorb more moisture from its surroundings. 

Table S1. Contact Angle (CA) measurements for various substrate 

Sample CA [°] 

Si[a] 36.2 

Si[b] 80.6 

MEMpax® 10.3 

CFx 107.2 

PDMS 106.5 

[a] with native oxide layer; [b] after HF-dip 
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